
Part of this game should you choose to play it is that everyone agrees to leave their 
phones in a basket by the door (or a mini-fridge in the garage) and engage in a 
“reenactment” of what Thanksgiving used to feel like a decade ago! Macy’s 
parades and football games still ok––just no internet or apps. 

Thomas Jefferson used to invite 6-8 guests to his home at Monticello and then pose 
a series of three questions through the evening. He did this because he wanted to 
learn what interesting people thought about important topics so he could be better. 

Unlike a normal dinner party where you get stuck making small talk to the person 
on either side of you, at a Jeffersonian Dinner, you go around the table, one at a 
time with a guest answering the question of the moment while everyone else 
listens. (You can appoint one person to read the prompts). 

Here are four different Thanksgiving Dinners for you to choose from. Pick one of 
these themes that seems most interesting and might inspire a conversation 
you’re most curious to have. 

All questions have been carefully designed to invite positive sharing and to avoid 
political landmines! (The moderator can throw a flag on the play if anyone slips into 
Facebook/Twitter rants and invite them to share something more personal, more 
vulnerable or more honest that is uniquely true for them). 

Four Suggested Topics:  
(easiest to hardest) 

Gratitude, Faith/Spirituality, Social Media, & Patriotism 
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TURN OFF 
(the digital distractions) 

TUNE OUT 
(the culture wars)

DROP IN 
(to your families, to the season,  
and to what really matters to you)

Introduction



Today is a day of giving thanks, so let’s do it properly! 

Appetizer Question:  

The poet Martin Prechtel once said, “Grief is praise, it is the way Love honors what it 
misses.” 

Is there someone (friend, family member, historical figure) who you miss or have 
grieved over losing, but now would like to take a moment to praise? 

Complete the sentence: “I am grateful that [person’s name] lived, because they 
showed me/inspired me/helped me to…” 

Main Course Question:  

George Leonard, a WWII bomber pilot and blackbelt martial artist once said that 
when we face the challenges of life to remember to “take the hit as a gift!”––
meaning, take what might feel hard, or like a failure, and look for the silver lining that 
makes us stronger in the end.  

Complete the sentence: “[an experience I had] that first felt really challenging, but 
now I am grateful happened, because it helped/showed/strengthened me in [this 
way] was… 

Dessert Question:  

Look around the dinner table right now, taking in all the faces looking back at you 
and all the stories you’ve shared together.  

What is the thing that you are most grateful for about this moment right now, right 
here, with everyone present on this day of giving thanks? 

Gratitude
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Appetizer Question:  

What tradition or religion I was raised in (including no tradition), and how has that 
informed how I see the world today? 

Main Course Question:  

Complete the sentence… 

“My most meaningful experience of awe or wonder in my life was… and this is how 
it’s impacted me…” 

Dessert Question: 

Complete the sentence… 

“The answer to ‘What is the meaning of life, the universe and everything?’ that I’m 
secretly hoping turns out to be true is… because... “ 

Faith/Spirituality
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Appetizer Question:  

Social media was originally designed to connect us to the world and the ones we 
love. 

Share one example of a time when social media reconnected you to an old friend or 
family member, or introduced you to a new friend or community that has now 
become a part of your “real” life.  

How did it impact you for the better? 

Main Course Question:  

We know that many of the apps on our phones use every trick in the book to keep us 
coming back to them and staying on them for as long as possible.  So we often end 
up spending more time staring at screens than actually living our lives.   

If you could wave a magic wand tomorrow, how many minutes a day would you 
spend on your phone? How do you think you would feel if you could do that? If 
everyone could do that? 

Dessert Question:  

Research has shown that artificial intelligence at the major social media platforms 
boosts posts that optimize for outrage. As a result, we end up thinking that we are 
farther apart on a bunch of social issues than we actually are. Everything ends up 
feeling like a screaming match, even when we all want the same things.  

Name one important topic (healthcare, education, faith, jobs, global trade, 
community, environment, democracy, etc.) that you think we’re actually much closer 
together on than the “outrage algorithms”are telling us. And...what do you think 
would happen if we all realized that together? 

Social Media
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One helpful distinction between Patriotism and Nationalism is that Nationalism is 
about defending physical borders and tribal identity while Patriotism is about 
defending the timeless ideals that countries are founded upon. In these times of 
increasing global strife, we need more patriotism and less nationalism. 

In 1630, Puritan leader John Winthrop gave a famous sermon where he described 
the Massachusetts Bay colony as a shining “City on a Hill” that would serve as a 
beacon to everyone around the world.   

Appetizer Question:  

What patriotic ideal or value do you feel is most important to this American 
Experiment that we should make sure we never lose or forget? (examples: equality, 
liberty, opportunity, inclusion, freedom of religion, entrepreneurship, fairness, 
mobility, global leadership, etc.) Why is that one the most important to you? 

Main Course Question:  

With the exception of the Native Americans at that first Thanksgiving dinner (and 
the first nations peoples across the continent), the United States was conceived and 
created by immigrants. Every single one of us has ancestors who by choice or force, 
came to this land and have tried to make a better life since. The inscription on the 
Statue of Liberty even says “bring us your tired, poor and huddled masses, yearning 
to breathe free!” Why has that spirit of inclusion been so powerful in forging 
America’s character? How do we keep Lady Liberty’s promise alive in this century? 

Dessert Question:  

The news anchor Tom Brokaw called the Americans who grew up between World 
Wars and the Depression “The Greatest Generation” for how much they endured, 
what they fought for and how much they built over their lifetimes.  In many ways, 
the peace and prosperity that we’ve enjoyed was created by our grandparents.  What 
challenges might we need to overcome in our lifetimes that would help preserve 
that legacy for our grandchildren? What would we need to endure, fight for and 
built to become “an even greater generation?”  

Patriotism
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